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Definitions 
Prevent: “To keep from happening or existing” 

Maintain: “To keep in an existing state (as of repair, efficiency or validity); Preserve from failure or decline” 

Maintenance: “The upkeep of property or equipment” 

-WEBSTER’S 

Foreword 
Preventative maintenance programs ensure that all tools or equipment are safe to use. An effective preventative 
maintenance program will: 

• Significantly reduce the risk of personal injury 
• Avoid lost production from breakdowns 
• Extend the working life of tools or equipment 
• Reduce theft or misplacement by keeping control with a record of tools and equipment 
• Reduce repair costs 
• Provide a quality-finished product 
• Increase production 

Proper use and maintenance of equipment, including hand tools, must be fully understood and supported at every level 
of the organization. No one should ever use a tool or equipment “just one more time” if they think that it needs repair 
or servicing. 

All tools and equipment must be inspected: 

• Before use by the worker and according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
• During workplace safety inspections. 
• At prescribed intervals as outlined by the manufacturer or preventative maintenance policy. 

Any tool or piece of equipment found in poor repair or maintenance, or considered suspect, must be taken out of 
services, tagged and only returned to use if approved by a qualified technician. 

Worker and Supervisor Training 
All workers should receive training in the use and care of all the tools and equipment they operate. Training should 
include all possible hazards and types of controls used. 

Workers should be aware, as a minimum, that when using a tool or equipment, check that: 

• They are using the appropriate equipment for the material or task. 
• The maintenance records indicate the appropriate service has been done. 
• If the equipment is not operating properly, they removed the item from service and label it or tag it “Out of 

Service”. The item should be brought to the attention of the supervisor for further action. 
• The equipment has not been returned to use until serviced by a competent and properly certified technician. 
• All repairs have been properly documents. 

Supervisors must clearly understand the importance of maintenance requirements that apply to the equipment. 

Supervisors must consistently enforce proper equipment use and care. 
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Preventative Maintenance Policy 
It is the policy of JDA to maintain all its trucks, trailers, tools, vehicles, and equipment in a condition that will maximize 
the safety of all personnel in compliance with all legislated requirements. 

To accomplish this, a “Preventative Maintenance Program” shall be maintained that will include the following 
components: 

1. Adherence to applicable regulations, industry standards, and manufacturer’s specifications. 
2. Utilizing the services of appropriately qualified maintenance personnel. 
3. Scheduling and documentation of all maintenance work. 
4. Equipment inventory is established and maintained. 

JDA shall be responsible for the application of this program. 

The safety information in this policy does not take precedence over applicable government regulations, with which all 
employees should be familiar. 

 

Jarvis Dawson, CEO  04/11/18 

Manufacturer Defects 
Manufacturer defect notifications shall be followed by immediate practicable response by the company. 

Re-Torques 
Re-torques tags must be attached to the front of the trailer or steering wheel of the truck for any vehicle having recently 
undergone tire or wheel work.  

Re-Torques must be completed within 150 KM, and the tag shall be returned when the torque is completed. 

Maintenance Schedule 
The following inspections should be completed for all commercial vehicles operating under the authority of a Safety 
Fitness Certificate. 

Figure 1: Vehicle Maintenance Schedule 

Inspection Type When Inspected By 
Inspection Certificate (CVIP) Yearly Qualified Mechanic 

Heavy Truck Inspection 350 to 500 Hours Qualified Mechanic 

NSC Schedule 1 Light Truck Inspection 10 000 to 15 000 KM Qualified Mechanic 

NSC Schedule 4 Bus (Motor Coach) Inspection 12 000 KM or 30 days  Qualified Mechanic 

NSC Schedule 2 Bus (Motor Coach) Inspection 6 months  Qualified Mechanic 

NSC Schedule 1 or 3 (Bus) Trip Inspection Before or After Shift 
 

Driver 
Qualified Mechanic 

Loader inspection (grease) Every 3rd Thursday Qualified Mechanic 
 

Figure 2: Trailer Maintenance Schedule 

Inspection Type When Inspected By 
Inspection Certificate (CVIP) Yearly Qualified Mechanic 
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Small Trailer Inspection 60-90 Days Qualified Mechanic 

Large Trailer Inspection 50,000 Km Qualified Mechanic 

NSC Schedule 1 Trip Inspection Before or After Shift Driver 

CVIPs 
A copy of a valid inspection certificate shall accompany any vehicle inspected at all times. 

Preventative Maintenance Inspection 
A preventative maintenance inspection shall include (see more details in figures 3-4): 

• Body and Frame – bumper fenders and molding, mud flaps and mud guards, grab handles and rails, hood 
latches, seats and seatbelts, door latches and releases, sun visor, floor pans and steps, engine doors. 

• Chassis, frame and rear impact guard, sub-frame. 
• Body frame – structural members and fasteners, truck and trailer suspension. 
• Drive shaft – fasteners, guards or hangers, U-joint, slip joints, splines or bearings. 
• Windows and mirrors – mirrors, windows and glass. 
• Outside – lights, fluid leaks under/around truck. 
• Brakes – brakes adjustment truck and traler, brake application pressure drop, brake line and connections, brake 

friction components and drums, mechanical components, service break pedal, air brake system (all valves and 
air leaks), parking break, service brake. 

• Engine Controls – engine speed control and air shut off. 
• Lubrication – hub and diff oil levels, oil change, grease all “Nips”. 
• Safety Kit – flares, fire extinguisher, first aid kit, spill kits.Etc. 
• Steering Column Box – steering column and box, wheel alignment, steering U-joints and shaft. 
• Electrical Components – horn, wiring, batteries, windshield wipers and washers, heating and defrosting systems, 

starting switch (neutral safety switch). 
• Wheels and tires – tires, rims, studs and nuts. 
• Fifth Wheel Coupling Devices – plate, coupling and jaws. 

Any person conducting an inspection shall record on the inspection report any defects detected during the inspection 
and shall report such defects without delay or in a timely manner to JDA and/or the motor carrier or a person appointed 
by JDA HSE Manager and/or the motor carrier prior to the next required inspection. JDA HSE Manager and/or motor 
carrier shall not permit a person and no person shall drive a commercial vehicle on a highway when a major defect is 
present on the vehicle as per NSC Standard 13 Schedule 1 until such defects are rectified.  

A copy of NSC Standard 13 Schedule 1 is provided in any vehicle being inspected. 

Rest/Check Stop Inspections 
• Looking to see that all lights are clean and in working order. 
• Listening for air leaks. 
• Looking at the wheels and the tires. 
• Checking that your load is secure. 
• Checking how the warning placards are placed. 
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• Seeing if there is any sign of cracks to the hitches. 

Trip Inspection 
Trip Inspection reports apply to all vehicles registered for a weight of 4500, kgs or 
greater. A trip inspection report shall include, at least: 

• The licence plate number or unit number. 
• A record of the odometer or hubometer reading of the commercial vehicle at 

the time of inspection. 
• The name of the carrier operating the commercial vehicle. 
• The name of the municipality or location on the highway where the 

commercial vehicle was inspected. 
• Each defect in the operation of every item required to be inspected in 

accordance with section 10, or that no defect was detected. 
• The date and time the report is made. 
• The name of the person who inspected the commercial vehicle and include a 

statement signed by that person stating that the commercial vehicle has 
been in accordance with the applicable requirements under Section 10. 

• The name and signature of the driver or person making the report. 
• The report shall be in a legible format or in a legible electronic format. 

Trip Inspection Procedure 
This drawing shows one of the ways of making a full circle check of the unit you are driving. You should do a walk around 
check before you start your trip. The order you do the check can be changed, but make sure you check everything listed 
on the diagram and always make a complete circle around the vehicle. Note: before starting a check, make sure you 
block the wheels and apply the parking brake.  

It is very important to do a proper 24 hour trip inspection. 

1. Make sure that you have your valid driver’s license on your person. 
2. As you approach your unit, study it for: 

a) The way it is sitting on its suspension. 
b) Wet spots on the ground indicating possible fluid leaks. 
c) Rock chips in the headlights, signal light lenses, and windshield. 
d) Any tools or truck equipment beside, under, or leaning against the unit. 

3. Unplug the block heater if applicable. 
4. Open the hood. 

a) Check the components on the roof and windshield. 
i) Air horn 
ii) Radio antennas. 
iii) Marker light attachment. 

b) Windshield area. 
i) Make sure the glass is clean and unblemished. 
ii) Check the windshield wiper blades. 

c) Engine. 
i) Radiator for attachment points and leaks. 
ii) Hoses for loose clamps, wear pots, and leaks. 
iii) Belts for tension, and condition. 
iv) Electrical harnesses for rub spots and connection plugs. 
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v) Radiator fan for blade condition and irregular movement.  
vi) Intake air piping for loose clamps, cracked hoses, rub spots. 
vii) Engine oil level and condition. 
viii) Power steering fluid level. 
ix) Windshield washer fluid level. (should be full, carry extra) 

d) Front axle components. 
i) Spring and U-bolts. 
ii) Brake adjustment ( ½ inch travel with hand pull) 
iii) Brake lining thickness ( min. ¼ inches ) 
iv) Hub for oil level and leaks. 
v) Steering components. 
vi) Tires for proper inflation, wheel nut tension, irregular wear. 

5. Start Engine. (leave hood open) 
a) Check the following when the engine starts. 

i) The engine oil pressure rises within 15 seconds. 
ii) The air pressure rises, and the low air light is on if the air pressure is below 60 PSI, which it should be if the 

air tanks were drained as they should be every day. 
iii) Amp meter or voltage meter to see if the alternator is charging ( the engine may need to be revved up a 

little for this). 
6. The interior of the tractor. 

a) Check glass areas. 
i) Windshield is clean & not cracked. 
ii) Check the mirrors for adjustment and cleanliness. 
iii) Test the windshield wiper function. 
iv) Test the windshield washer function 

b) Check controls. 
i) Steering wheel play. 
ii) Clutch adjustment (1 ½ inches to 2 inches of free play). 
iii) Shift lever linkage for function. 
iv) Check the two-way radio is operational and functioning properly. 

c) Check all accessory controls are functioning properly. This includes PTO, winch controls; positive air shut downs, 
BC’s, etc. 

d) Check the vehicles paperwork. 
i) Registration for licensed mass and expiry date. 
ii) Vehicle certification for expiry date. 
iii) Insurance for expiry date. 
iv) All other forms, cab cards, permits, etc., for expiry dates. 

7. Air brake system. 
a) At 60 PSE or greater the low air light should have gone out. 
b) At between 120 PSI and 130 PSI the sir compressor cut out. 
c) Fan the brakes until the air compressor cuts back in. this should occur at 20 PSI less than the cut-out point. 
d) Shut engine off. 
e) Push dash park valve. 
f) Apply and hold full brake application. 
g) Let air stabilize. 
h) Under full application for 2 minutes the air pressure should not drop any more than 6 PSI. 

8. Outside walk around. ( restart engine) 
a) Check to ensure that the safety inspection decal is in place. 
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b) Check to ensure that you have: 
i) A fully charged fire extinguisher. 
ii) A set of road flares. 
iii) Extra windshield washer fluid. 
iv) Spare light bulbs. 

c) Fuel tanks 
d) Exhaust system for leaks, loose mounts, corroded piping. 
e) Trailer air supply lines and electrical cords.  
f) Fifth wheel for: 

i) Adequate grease on the fifth wheel plate. 
ii) That the jaws are open ready to receive a trailer. 
iii) That the pivot pins are in place and fully functional with no more than 3/8 of an inch of horizontal 

movement between the pivot pin and bracket. 
iv) That the slider locks are engaged. 
v) Check for cracked or missing slider components. 
vi) Make sure the airline to the slider cylinder is intact. 
vii) Make sure all the mounting bolts to the frame are intact. 

g) Fenders for cracked or broken mounts. Loose bolts. 
h) Tires for: 

i) Proper inflation. 
ii) Amount of wear on the tread. 
iii) Unusual wear patterns in the tread. 
iv) Sidewall damage. 

i) Wheel bearing lubrication. 

i)Fluid level in the axle end sight glasses is in operating range. 

ii)Check the inside of the tire and brake area for wheel seal leaks. 

j) Disc Wheels (buds). 
i) Check for broken or loose studs. (rust bleeds from around the studs can indicate a loose or broken stud). 
ii) Make sure there are no cracks between any holes, including hand, stud, and hub holes. 

k) Cast spoke wheels (buds). 
i) Rims slid up tight against the stoppers.  
ii) Broken or loose studs. 
iii) Cracks in the web area, back tips of the spokes, and the spacer rings. 

l) Mud flaps are all in place and in good condition. 
m) Suspension. 

i) Check for broken springs. 
ii) Check for broken center bolts. 
iii) Check for loose or broken U-bolts. 
iv) Check for broken spring mounting pins. 

n) Brakes. 
i) Check brake adjustment, this can be done by making sure the tractor has a minimum of 120 PSI, place the 

transmission in low gear, turn the engine off, place the keys in your pocket, release the parking brake, use a 
paint pen or a piece of chalk to mark the push rod at the point where it is flush with the brake pot, after you 
have marked all the push rods engage the parking brake, measure the distance between your markings and 
the point where the push rod is flush with the brake pot. (Type 30 chamber (maxi) can have no more than 2” 
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of travel with a full brake application.) (Type 20 chamber (service) can have no more than 
1 ¾” of travel with a full brake application) 

ii) Inspect the brake linings the minimum acceptable depth of the brake lining is ¼ of an inch. 
o) Inspect the transmission and differentials for leaks. 
p) Make sure you have enough tie down equipment (chains, boomers, straps, etc.), and that said equipment is in 

good repair. 
q) Make sure you have four triple tire chains that fit properly and are in good repair. 
r) Check all loading devices are operational and in good repair. This includes: slings, deck pins, winch line, bell, tail 

chain, snatch block, tag lines, fall protection equipment, etc. 
s) Check that all tools are present and in good repair. 
t) Make sure everything on the deck of the truck is securely fastened with a load bearing device. (Not Bungee 

Cords). 
u) Check engine area for leaks. Close the hood.  
v) Make sure the license plate is current and securely fastened to the truck. 
w) Make sure the IFTA decal is in place if applicable. 

Maintenance Responsibilities 
Maintenance Personnel / Operator Qualifications 
The qualifications of maintenance personnel and operators are key to the success of the Preventative Maintenance 
Program. All individuals who perform maintenance work or operate the equipment should have the appropriate skills, 
accreditation and/or certification. 

The monitoring functions in a maintenance program fall into two areas: 

1. The people responsible for operating and servicing or maintaining equipment must monitor the equipment to 
ensure that appropriate checks and maintenance are done. 

2. Management must monitor the entire Preventative Maintenance Program to ensure that it is functioning in 
accordance with the Company Safety Policy. 

Driver 
Drivers of company vehicles/trailers/equipment shall inform their supervisor of any defects of deficiency that would 
affect the safe operation of the vehicle immediately.  

All trip inspections must be done in accordance with manufacturer specifications and Alberta Regulation 121/2009 
(Schedule 1). Only one trip inspection is required in a 24-hour period, JDA Ventures recommends drivers complete two 
inspections per trip –one at the beginning of their shift, and one at the end.  

All trip inspection documentation, or any other document, showing deficiencies must be turned in to the office as soon 
as possible. All trip inspection documentation must be turned into the office within 20 days regardless if they show 
defects. 

If a defect is identified during the course of a work shift, the defect must be recorded on the Trip Inspection Report, or 
other document and reported without delay. 

In the event that deficiencies prevent the safe operation of the unit, the unit will be tagged “Out of Service” and the 
supervisor shall be notified immediately by the employee. 

All minor defects (SEE: NSC Standard 13 – Trip Inspection – Schedule 1) noticed in the trip inspection must be 
repaired and recorded by the driver before driving. 
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Drivers of company vehicles, trailers or equipment, shall make an appointment with the Maintenance 
Department for services, inspections or repairs for any defects, including those noted on trip inspections. Drivers can do 
so by completing a “Cry Sheet” form. 

Drivers of company vehicles, trailers or equipment, shall notify the Maintenance Department of any CSVA Inspections or 
other external inspections. Drivers shall complete a “Cry Sheet” form, referring to the inspection document. Drivers shall 
notify their supervisors of the inspection immediately, and submit a copy of the inspection to their supervisor as soon as 
possible. 

No driver shall, and JDA shall not direct a driver, to operate a motor vehicle that has been identified as having a “major 
defect” (SEE: NSC Standard 13 – Trip Inspection – Schedule 1) until all defects have been repaired, corrected or 
certified that the repair or correction is unnecessary. The trip inspection should be amended to certify that the defect 
has been repaired, corrected or certified unnecessary. 

Service Writer 
The service writer shall collect all trip inspection forms and cry sheet forms. They shall book into the Maintenance 
Departments schedule any vehicle, trailer or equipment with deficiencies for repair. A work order shall be completed 
when all deficiencies are corrected. A copy of the work order and trip inspection shall then be filed together in the unit’s 
maintenance file. 

Shop Foreman 
The shop foreman is to ensure that all vehicles, trailers and equipment is inspected, maintained and repaired to 
applicable codes, standards, guidelines and manufacturers’ requirements. This includes: 

• Any and all equipment deficiencies are rectified, 
• A qualified mechanic does maintenance inspections, and inspections are conducted within the schedule, 
• All documentation is completed and filed correctly, 
• All CVSA or external inspection reports are reviewed and deficiencies, if any, are rectified. 
• Review all trip inspections and ensure deficiencies are rectified, 
• Ensure all repairs and inspections that require wheel removal have wheel nuts re-torqued and torque tags 

attached on the steering wheel, or glad hand of trailers. 

All inspection reports will be completed in compliance with Figure 1: Vehicle Maintenance Schedule and Figure 2: Trailer 
Maintenance Schedule. 

HSE Representative 
The HSE Representative will ensure maintenance on vehicles, trailers and equipment are inspected, maintained and 
repaired to applicable codes, standards, guidelines and manufacturer’s requirements. This includes: 

• Ensuring all trip inspection findings are resolved, 
• Ensuring vehicles records are kept in accordance with AR314 (2002) on all NSC drivers and vehicles, 
• Ensuring driver’s abstracts are pulled bi-annually, and that a driver’s abstract is pulled within 30 days of hiring. 

Abstracts are to be kept for 5 years. 
• Keeping a record of Carrier Profiles, and pull the report at least twice annually, 
• Reviewing all driver’s violations, and keeping a record of all violations in the corresponding truck and employee 

file for a period no less than 7 years. 
• Ensuring a driving evaluation is completed for all drivers at hire, and employees upon advancement. 
• Ensuring all trip inspections reside at the head office within 30 days.  
• Ensuring driver’s daily logs and trip inspections are kept for a minimum of six months 
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• Ensuring maintenance records, driver records, driver’s abstracts and trip inspection 
documentation for all NSC drivers and vehicles, trailers or equipment is kept for the current year and the four 
previous years. 

Unit Files 
Every Preventative Maintenance Program must contain a recording system. The recording system of JDA will document 
what maintenance work is done, when it was done, and by whom and will be retained for the life of the 
equipment/machinery. Inventory lists and maintenance schedules will serve as a guide in monitoring the program. 

All unit files are to contain the following: 

• Records of all inspections, repairs, lubrication and completed maintenance work, including dates, odometer 
readings, etc. 

• CVIP reports. 
• 24 hour trip inspection reports. 
• Specific data and information pertaining to the unit’s serial number, manufacturer’s information, tire size make 

and model numbers, etc. 
• Notice of manufacturer’s defects received and corrective work done. 
• Periodic truck and trailer inspections. 
• File maintenance is ultimately the responsibility of the HSE Manager. 
• Maintenance and inspection program pertains to all types of NSC commercial vehicles in the fleet. 

Inventory List of Equipment and Tools 
A current inventory list of the company’s equipment is kept in the central administrative office. This includes, but in not 
limited to: 

• Tractor Units. 
• Trailer Units. 
• Hotshot and staff trucks 
• Loaders and bobcats 
• Miscellaneous tools and equipment. 
• Safety equipment/Spill kits. 

Employee Access 
Employees will have access to a copy of the Preventative Maintenance Program at each branch where maintenance 
inspections are carried out.  
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Figure 3: Heavy Truck 350-500 Hour Inspection 

Date     Unit     Hrs     
W/O #           Kms     
         

Description N/A Repairs Required Pass 

Check windshield and operation of wipers and washers □   □ 
Check mirrors and mounting brackets □   □ 
Sun visors, latches, door release □   □ 
Slip pads (foot pedal rubber) □   □ 
Check body, doors, and seats (fenders, bumper, mud flaps) □   □ 
Check lamps, lights and reflectors □   □ 
Check and repair all lights, light cord(s) and reflectors □   □ 
Back up alarm □   □ 
Check condition of trailer plug □   □ 
Check starting switch □   □ 
Check dash inst., switches, warning lamps, buzzers and 
gauges □   □ 
Heating and defrosting □   □ 
Check E-brake/parking break operation □   □ 
Check fan hub operation □   □ 
Check for valid CVIP, insurance, registration documents □   □ 
Check Jake brake operation or retarder □   □ 
Emergency shut off □   □ 
Check and clean batteries □   □ 
Check gauge charge rate □   □ 
Check starter mounting boults □   □ 
Check all belts hoses, and coolant levels □   □ 
Check crankcase vent and breather □   □ 
Check vibration damper □   □ 
Check water pump and idler pulley □   □ 
Check accessory drive pulley and play □   □ 

Description N/A Repairs Required Pass 

Check engine oil pressures □   □ 
Check for oil leaks □   □ 
Change engine oil and filters □   □ 
Make sure all drain plugs are tight □   □ 
Inspect and change fuel filter - inspect fuel lines □   □ 
Check/replace air filter □   □ 
Check air filter indicator and bypass valves □   □ 
Grease - all points including picker and winch □   □ 
Fuel tank mounts and fuel tank cap □   □ 
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Check tires (wheel alignment) and set all tire pressures □   □ 
Check wheel studs and rims □   □ 
Check engine mounts □   □ 
Check transmission mounts □   □ 
U-bolts □   □ 
Check torque arm bolts □   □ 
Check transmission, differential levels and breathers □   □ 
Check to service transmission filter □   □ 
Check exhaust system for leaks, manifold and bolts □   □ 
U-joints, drive shafts and slip yokes □   □ 
Clutch adjustment □   □ 
Check treadle valve clearance (brake pedal) □   □ 
Check winch/picker oil □   □ 
Check park brake □   □ 
Check low air warning (60 PSI min) □   □ 
Check emergency brakes (Should Dynamite at 45-20 PSI) □   □ 
Check for air leaks □   □ 
Check brake lining and drums (min 5/16") □   □ 
Check slack adjusters (max 1/2" travel) □   □ 
Check wheel seals, bearings and hubs □   □ 
    

        
Description N/A Repairs Required Pass 

Check fifth wheel, mounting bolts □   □ 
Check winch line □   □ 
Hydraulic lines □   □ 
Chassis frame and underbody □   □ 
Spring anchor pins, shackles and hangers broken □   □ 
Check ball joints, king pins, and steering linkage □   □ 
Shocks □   □ 
Emergency equipment (first aid kit, fire ext., and triangles) □   □ 
Road test □   □ 
COMMENTS       
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Figure 4: Light Truck 10 000 - 15 000 KM Inspection 

Date     Unit     Hrs     
W/O #           Kms     
         

Description N/A Repairs Required Pass 

Check windshield and operation of wipers and washers □   □ 
Check mirrors and mounting brackets □   □ 
Sun visors, latches, door release □   □ 
Slip pads (foot pedal rubber) □   □ 
Check body, doors, and seats (fenders, bumper, mud 
flaps) □   □ 
Check lamps, lights and reflectors □   □ 
Check and repair all lights, light cord(s) and reflectors □   □ 
Back up alarm □   □ 
Check condition of trailer plug □   □ 
Check starting switch □   □ 
Check dash inst., switches, warning lamps, buzzers and 
gauges □   □ 
Heating and defrosting □   □ 
Check E-brake/parking break operation □   □ 
Check for valid CVIP, insurance, registration documents □   □ 
Check Jake brake operation or retarder □   □ 
Emergency shut off □   □ 
Check and clean batteries □   □ 
Check gauge charge rate □   □ 
Check starter mounting bolts □   □ 
Check all belts hoses, and coolant levels □   □ 
Check crankcase vent and breather □   □ 
Check engine oil pressures □   □ 
Check for oil leaks □   □ 
Change engine oil and filters □   □ 
    

        
    

    
Description N/A Repairs Required Pass 

Make sure all drain plugs are tight □   □ 
Inspect and change fuel filter - inspect fuel lines □   □ 
Check/replace air filter □   □ 
Check air filter indicator and bypass valves □   □ 
Grease - all points including picker and winch □   □ 
Fuel tank mounts and fuel tank cap □   □ 
Check tires (wheel alignment) and set all tire pressures □   □ 
Check engine mounts □   □ 
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Check transmission mounts □   □ 
U-bolts □   □ 
Check torque arm bolts □   □ 
Check transmission, differential levels and breathers □   □ 
Check exhaust system for leaks, manifold and bolts □   □ 
U-joints, drive shafts and slip yokes □   □ 
Check picker oil □   □ 
Check park brake □   □ 
Check wheel seals, bearings and hubs □   □ 
Check brake lining □   □ 
Check rotors and drums □   □ 
Check fifth wheel, mounting bolts □   □ 
Chassis frame and underbody □   □ 
Spring anchor pins, shackles and hangers broken □   □ 
Check ball joints, king pins, and steering linkage □   □ 
Shocks □   □ 
Emergency equipment (first aid kit, fire ext., and 
triangles) □   □ 
Road test □   □ 
COMMENTS       
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Figure 5: Large/Small Trailer Inspection 

Date     Unit     W/O#     

         
Description N/A Repairs Required Pass 

Lights, wiring and reflectors □   □ 
Flooring and decking □   □ 
Grease all points □   □ 
Live rol □   □ 
Check bullet is secure, CVIP decal, and ensure 
insurance, registration and CVIP are in the bullet 

□   □ 
AXLES AND BRAKES 

Oil levels and hub leaks □   □ 
Tires, wheels, studs, rims, bearings and nuts □   □ 
Brake adjustment and slack condition (max 1 1/2") □   □ 
Brake lining (min 5/16") □   □ 
Brake drums □   □ 
Air systems leaks and test □   □ 
Drain air tanks to remove sludge □   □ 
Brake tear awar and battery □   □ 
Tires - mud flaps □   □ 
Lube chassis □   □ 
SUSPENSION 

Springs □   □ 
Hangers and equalizers □   □ 
U-bolts □   □ 
Cross members and landing gear □   □ 
Pick up plate and king pin □   □ 
Airbags □   □ 
Rear impact guard □   □ 
COMMENTS       
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Figure 6: Revisions 

Date Written / Date of Effect Original Author 
09/08/2010 Mandy Dawson 

 

Date Revised / Date of Effect Author Summary of Changes 
04/11/18 Stella Fraser  
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